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He atom scattering and theoretical study of the surface phonons
of a simple benchmark system: Xe„111…
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Low-energy inelastic helium atom scattering measurements of the Xe~111! surface phonon dispersion curves
are presented and compared with the results of extensive lattice dynamics analysis and complete one-phonon
and multiphonon scattering calculations in the exponentiated distorted-wave Born approximation. The com-
parisons show that the Xe~111! surface phonon dispersion curves and the individual excitation time-of-flight
peak intensities are well described using the gas-phase He-Xe and Xe-Xe pair potentials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The surfaces of the rare gas solids and their thin films
considered to be ideal model systems for the investigatio
interlayer and intralayer interactions since the two bo
forces between the rare gas atoms are well known.1 Conse-
quently, the structure and dynamics of the rare gas mo
layer and bulk solid surfaces have been studied extensi
using inelastic neutron scattering~INS!,2 helium atom
scattering3–8 ~HAS!, low-energy electron diffraction9,10

~LEED!, ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy11–18 ~UPS!,
angle resolved ultraviolet photoelectron emissi
spectroscopy19–21 ~ARUPS!, inverse photoemission
spectroscopy22,23 ~IPES!, thermal desorption spectroscopy24

~TDS!, scanning tunneling microscopy25 ~STM!, and scan-
ning force tunneling microscopy26 ~SFM!. The large body of
information made available from these studies has also
vided important information on the interactions among no
gas atoms in the condensed phase.

Of particular interest in recent years has been the
observation of low-frequency dispersive modes in xen
monolayers on several different metal substrates using l
energy HAS, in addition to the intense and nearly dispersi
less, perpendicularly polarizedS modes.27–33 These disper-
sive modes were initially interpreted as being due to the
nematically allowed excitation of the longitudinal acous
~L! phonon branch in the sagittal plane. However, in the c
of Xe monolayers on Cu~001!,30 Cu~111!,31,32and NaCl~001!
~Ref. 33! substrates this interpretation required a decreas
the values of the intraplanar Xe-Xe force constants by a
tor of 4 relative to those obtained from the gas phase po
tials. The excitation of the shear horizontal~SH! phonon
modes was initially ruled out due to their nearly orthogon
polarization with respect to the sagittal plane in which t
beam scattering experiments were carried out.32 At about the
same time it was pointed out that the SH-mode dispers
curve calculated from the Xe-Xe gas phase potentials p
vided a good fit to the new dispersive mode in the syst
Xe/Cu~001!.34 This controversy has recently been resolv
by a detailed study of the phonons of argon, krypton, a
0163-1829/2001/63~11!/115411~14!/$15.00 63 1154
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xenon monolayers on Pt~111! where all three phonon
branches were found for the first time, so that the assignm
of the new mode as being SH is now assured for these t
monolayer systems.35 This study showed, further, that th
SH mode is only observable for low incident He atom en
gies of about 8–10 meV. This still leaves open the quest
as to the actual mechanism by which the SH mode is exc
in the sagittal-plane scattering geometry.

To shed more light on this problem, new HAS measu
ments of the phonon dynamics of the~111! surface of a
multilayer solid consisting of approximately 160 layers
Xe atoms on Pt~111! were undertaken for incident energie
in the same low-energy range as for the monolayer sol
Since the Xe-Xe gas phase potential has been w
characterized,36 and the Xe bulk phonons extensive
studied,37 the Xe surface provides an important benchma
model system. Moreover, because the local environmen
the uppermost xenon layer is quite different from that of t
monolayer-metal substrate, the results should serve to re
the number of possible explanations for the anomalous e
tation of the SH mode in the monolayer films. Previous
the Xe~111! surface had been extensively studied by HA
~Refs. 3–8! but only for higher incident energies, above 1
meV. Those studies provided detailed information on
surface Rayleigh phonon branches but, unfortunately, no
natures of either the shear horizontal or the longitudi
modes were found. The present HAS study presents evide
for both of these additional dispersive modes as well as
additional multiphonon effects which may show up alrea
at low He atom incident energies. These results are in
preted with the aid of lattice dynamical analyses in com
nation with simulations of the HAS time-of-flight~TOF! in-
elastic scattering intensities based on complete one-pho
and multiphonon calculations in the exponentiated distort
wave Born approximation, encompassing also the evalua
of the relevant phonon-induced Debye-Waller factors. T
good agreement with the experimental results demonstr
that the dispersive phonon branches can be correctly m
eled using unperturbed gas-phase potentials, as found p
ously for the Rayleigh mode.5 In addition, no anomalous
intensity behavior is evident, indicating that the earlier o
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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servation of the SH modes in the rare gas monolayer
probably related to the interaction with the metal substra
possibly through the surface corrugation.35

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section
experimental details will be presented, followed by the HA
results in Sec. III. The Born–von Ka´rmán analysis of
Xe~111! phonons is presented in Sec. IV. The theoreti
model of inelastic atom-surface scattering is presented
Sec. V and discussed in Sec. VI in comparison with
experimental results. The main conclusions are summar
in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The high-resolution helium atom surface scatter
apparatus38 ~HUGO II! incorporates a variable temperatu
(T0520–400 K! supersonic helium atom beam source w
a typical velocity full width at half maximum ofDv/v
.1%. The scattered helium atoms are detected at a fi
total scattering angle ofuSD595.8° with respect to the in
coming beam by a homemade electron bombardment m
spectrometer detector mounted 1.4 m from the target. A w
range of parallel momentum transfer is accessed accordin

DK5kfsin~uSD2u i !2ki sin~u i !, ~1!

whereki and kf are the incident and final momenta of th
helium atoms in the sagittal plane, respectively. Time-
flight ~TOF! measurements, with an energy transfer reso
tion of typically d(DE).0.2 meV, were made by pulsin
the helium beam using a mechanical chopper mounted
fore the sample, and measuring the flight times of heli
atoms to the detector.

The xenon crystal was grownin situ by exposing a
Pt~111! surface to xenon gas from a 60 cm distant differe
tially pumped effusive source directed normal to the surfa
The mechanically polished Pt~111! single crystal surface wa
first aligned to within 0.2° and mechanically polished befo
being inserted into the vacuum chamber where it w
cleanedin situ in vacuum with repeated cycles of argon io
sputtering ~1 mA cm22 at 900 eV! and annealing atTs
51200 K until no contamination could be detected with A
ger spectroscopy and the helium scattering diffraction pat
showed a smooth surface with a low concentration of
fects. The target chamber, in which the platinum sample
mounted, was kept at a base pressure of,5310211 mbar to
maintain sample cleanliness during the experiments. The
face temperature was controlled using a Ni-CrNi therm
couple clamped to the side of the sample with an abso
accuracy ofDTs;65 K.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the variation of the surface reflectiv
obtained by measuring the helium specular peak intensit
the Pt~111! surface is exposed to xenon at a constant r
Since the surface temperature ofTs550 K during growth is
lower than the multilayer desorption temperature ofTs'55
K, a thick Xe layer is expected. The specular reflectiv
decreases sharply to a minimum after 50 sec before risin
a small maximum at 60 sec, indicating the formation of
11541
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ordered monolayer. Exposure was continued until an e
mated 160 monolayers had been adsorbed assuming la
by-layer growth with a constant sticking coefficient. Th
continuing downward intensity is attributed to the cumu
tive build up of defects in or on the xenon layers.

Figure 2 shows two angular distributions for an incide
energy of 10.4 meV and a surface temperatureTs540 K
obtained from the freshly grown Xe~111! surface along the
Pt~111! high symmetry directions@11̄0# and@112̄#. The dif-
fraction spots do not exhibit any splitting which would ind
cate the presence of domains in the Xe film that are rota
relative to each other and to the substrate high symm
directions. The absence of the two Novaco-McTag
rotated39 Xe adlayer domains observed earlier f
monolayers6,35 and multilayers6 is presumably due to a
somewhat higher step density on the present Pt~111! surface.
Hence, the Pt~111! surface directions@11̄0# and @112̄# cor-

respond to the Xe~111! Ḡ-M̄ and Ḡ-K̄ azimuths in the first
surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!, respectively, indicating tha
the Xe~111! surface is rotated by 30° with respect to th
Pt~111! surface. Further, the angular distributions show t
the surface of 160 monolayers of xenon on Pt~111! at Ts
540 K is hexagonal with a unit cell size ofa54.37 Å . This
corresponds to the~111! face of fcc xenon, although the
lattice constant is 0.04 Å larger than the value ofa54.33 Å
previously reported for the surface atTs525 K.4,5 This dif-
ference arises from thermal expansion of the adlayer du
the higher temperature used in the present experiments
shown in Fig. 2, the first order diffraction peak intensities a
a factor of 4–10 smaller than the specular peak, indicatin
moderately corrugated He-Xe~111! surface potential.40,41

Figure 3 shows a series of TOF measurements in wh

FIG. 1. Dependence of the helium specular signal measu

along the Pt~111! @112̄# azimuth, normalized to the Pt~111! clean
surface, during xenon exposure atTs550 K and an incident helium
atom beam energyEi55.3 meV. The maximum at 60 sec corre
sponds to completion of the first monolayer and exposure is con
ued to about 160 monolayers~10 000 sec!. The specular signal prior
to exposure was about 1.53108 counts/sec.
1-2
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the flight time has been converted to energy transferDE,

along the Xe~111! Ḡ-M̄ azimuth for a low beam energy o
Ei55.5 meV and a surface temperature ofTs550 K. The
most dominant peaks are the incoherent elastic peaks at
energy transfer (DE50) which correspond to scatterin
from defects in the Xe~111! surface, such as adatoms, vaca
cies, and steps. In addition to the incoherent elastic p
other dispersive peaks on both energy gain and loss side
clearly visible. From a comparison with the results repor
previously for 25 monolayers,3–8 the dispersive peaks can b
assigned to the Xe~111! Rayleigh wave phonons~RW!. As
can be seen from the TOF spectra in Fig. 3, the Rayle
phonon intensity does not decrease monotonically with an
from the specular peak atu i547.9°. This is most clearly
seen for the energy loss peaks in Fig. 3~b! in which the
Rayleigh wave and diffuse elastic peak intensities exhib
different variation with the incident angleu i . Previously for
the Cu~111! ~Refs. 42,43! and Rh~111! ~Ref. 44! systems the
RW inelastic peak intensities were observed to decre

FIG. 2. Helium scattering angular distributions for theḠ-M̄ and

Ḡ-K̄ azimuths of the Xe~111! surface atTs540 K and an incident

energy ofEi510.4 meV. The upper distribution (Ḡ-M̄ ) has been
offset by a factor of 10 for clarity. The specular peak is located
u i547.9°. The intense diffraction peaks atDK561.66 Å21, DK

563.32 Å21 (Ḡ-M̄ ), andDK562.88 Å21 (Ḡ-K̄) indicate a regu-
lar hexagonal unit cell with a surface lattice constant ofa54.37 Å.
The uneven background under the diffraction peaks is attribute
variations in the inelastic intensity which is a significant contrib
tion to the total signal.
11541
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monotonically with increasing angles for incident energ
Ei*15 meV.

Time-of-flight measurements were also made along

Xe~111! Ḡ-K̄ direction for an incident energy ofEi55.7
meV and a surface temperatureTs540 K. Several spectra

are shown in Fig. 4. As for theḠ-M̄ azimuth, the Rayleight

to
-

FIG. 3. Several time-of-flight spectra for incident angles grea
than specular (u i547.9°) ~a! and less than specular~b! for helium

scattering from the Xe~111! surface along theḠ-M̄ azimuth. The
spectra are separated by an angle of 2° and have been conv
from flight time to energy transfer scale. The incident energy w
Ei55.5 meV and the surface temperature wasTs550 K. In addi-
tion to the diffuse elastic peak atDE50, the dispersive Xe~111!
surface Rayleigh phonon~RW! can be clearly seen for both energ
loss and gain. The spectra are vertically offset from each othe
2000 counts/sec/meV for clarity.

FIG. 4. Several time-of-flight spectra separated byDu i51° for

helium scattering from the Xe~111! surface along theḠ-K̄ azimuth.
The incident energy wasEi55.7 meV and the surface temperatu
was Ts540 K. In addition to the incoherent elastic peak atDE
50, the dispersive Xe~111! surface Rayleigh phonon~RW! can be
clearly seen for both energy loss and gain. The spectra are verti
offset from each other by 2000 counts/sec/meV for clarity.
1-3
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FIG. 5. Experimental Rayleigh phonon peak intensity~peak
area! for positive momentum transfer (DK.0) and energy loss

(DE,0) for the Ḡ-M̄ ~circles! and Ḡ-K̄ ~squares! azimuths. The
incident energy wasEi55.5 meV and the surface temperature w
Ts540 K. Inset: theoretical Rayleigh peak excitation probabilit
Pki ,Ts

RW (DK ) ~denoted by the same symbols for the same experim
tal conditions! calculated in the flat surface approximation, as d
cussed in Sec. VI.

FIG. 6. Several time-of-flight spectra separated byDu i51° for

helium scattering from the Xe~111! surface along theḠ-M̄ azimuth.
The incident energy wasEi510.5 meV and the surface temperatu
wasTs540 K. In addition to the diffuse elastic peak atDE50, the
dispersive Xe~111! surface Rayleigh phonon~RW! can be clearly
seen for both energy loss and gain, as well as several less in
peaks up toDE524.3 meV ~indicated by an upward directed a
row! in some of the spectra. The spectra are vertically offset fr
each other for clarity.
11541
phonon peaks can be seen for both energy loss and gai
addition, the Rayleigh phonon peak intensity was obser
to increase for angles of incidence close to the specular p
and decrease for larger angles.

The Rayleigh phonon intensities~peak areas! for the

Ḡ-M̄ andḠ-K̄ azimuths for positive momentum and negati
energy transfers with an incident energy ofEi55.5 meV are

shown in Fig. 5. Along theḠ-M̄ direction the Rayleigh mode
has a maximum atDK.0.2 Å21 whereas the maximum

along theḠ-K̄ is somewhat broader and occurs atDK.0.4
Å21.

As can be seen from the spectra in Figs. 3 and 4, only
low-frequency Rayleigh phonon modes are excited at
low incident energy of 5.5 meV. In order to excite the S
and L surface phonons which lie at higher frequencies,
incident beam energy was increased toEi510.5 meV similar
to the energies used in the earlier monolayer experimen35

Figure 6 shows several TOF spectra at a surface tempera

of Ts540 K along theḠ-M̄ azimuth for incident angles be
tweenu i533.9° andu i545.9°. As for the measurements
Ei55.5 meV, the relative intensity of the Rayleigh mod
~RW! peaks varies significantly with incident angle, partic
larly on the energy gain side. However, in addition to t
Rayleigh mode, additional inelastic peaks can be observe
several of the spectra. In particular foru i539.9°, additional
peaks are seen atDE522.7 meV andDE524.3 meV.

Figure 7 shows a similar set of TOF spectra for theḠ-K̄

n-
-

se

FIG. 7. Several time-of-flight spectra separated byDu i51° for

helium scattering from the Xe~111! surface along theḠ-K̄ azimuth.
The incident energy wasEi510.2 meV and the surface temperatu
wasTs540 K. In addition to the diffuse elastic peak atDE50, the
dispersive Xe~111! surface Rayleigh phonon~RW! peaks at both
the energy loss and gain sides, a nondispersive mode at a
24.3 meV~indicated by an upward directed arrow! is clearly dis-
cernible. The spectra are vertically offset from each other for c
ity.
1-4
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azimuth and an incident energy of 10.2 meV. An interest
feature of the displayed TOF spectra is the peak at ab
DE524.3 meV which is particularly visible at smaller in
cident angles. At intermediate angles the intensity of
Rayleigh wave exceeds the intensity of the incoherent ela
peak, whereas all the other inelastic features are significa
less intense.

The Rayleigh phonon peak areas for theḠ-M̄ and Ḡ-K̄
azimuths for a higher incident energy ofEi510.5 meV are

shown in Fig. 8. At the higher energy theḠ-K̄ azimuth

shows a greater intensity than theḠ-M̄ direction and the
intensity maxima are at about the same momentum trans

as at the lower energy. The Rayleigh mode along theḠ-M̄
direction has its maximum at about the same value ofDK

.0.2 Å21 whereas the maximum along theḠ-K̄ direction is
shifted slightly to a smaller value ofDK.0.3 Å21.

The energy losses and gains from the TOF spectra a

the Ḡ-M̄ and Ḡ-K̄ azimuths for the incident energiesEi
55.5 and 10.5 meV fall together on the same curves
shown in Fig. 9 on a reduced zone scheme. The majorit
the inelastic peaks are from the intense Rayleigh wave w
the less intense dispersive modes, which are observed a
both directions, lie at higher frequencies. In addition, a bro
dispersionless feature at about\v54.3 meV~denoted byX)
is also evident along both azimuths, particularly close to

Ḡ points.

IV. THE BORN –VON KÁ RMÁ N CALCULATION OF THE
SURFACE PHONON DISPERSION CURVES

The phonon dispersion curves and polarization vectors
the present system were calculated using the Born–

FIG. 8. Experimental Rayleigh phonon peak intensity~peak
area! for positive momentum transfer (DK.0) and energy loss

(DE,0) for the Ḡ-M̄ ~circles! and Ḡ-K̄ ~squares! azimuths. The
incident energy wasEi510.5 meV and the surface temperature w
Ts540 K. Inset: theoretical Rayleigh peak excitation probabilit
Pki ,Ts

RW (DK ) ~denoted by the same symbols for the same experim
tal conditions! calculated in the flat surface approximation, as d
cussed in Sec. VI.
11541
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Kármán force constant scheme in which the Xe crystal
modeled by a 80 atom thick fcc slab bounded by~111! sur-
faces on each side.45 Three-body Xe interactions were ne
glected and the HFD-B2 pair potential of Azizet al.36 was
used, since this potential provided a good description of
phonons in Xe monolayers on a Pt~111! surface.35,46 In the
present calculations the nearest neighbor Xe-Xe equilibr
distance is fixed ata54.37 Å, the value determined from H
atom diffraction measurements~see Fig. 2! at the same sub
strate temperature as for the inelastic scattering experime
Further, in the present dynamical matrix model all the effe
due to perpendicular relaxation of the Xe~111! surface are
neglected because relaxation of the rare gas fcc~111! surfaces
has been found to be small in this model.45 The radialb and
tangentiala force constants corresponding to the first a
second nearest neighbor atoms are listed in Table I.

To introduce the normal modes of the system into
model we define a three-dimensional~3D! unit cell which
extends from one surface of the slab to the other.45 The com-
plete slab is generated by applying the two-dimensional~2D!

TABLE I. The values of the radial,b, and tangential,a, force
constants for the first~1! and second~2! nearest neighbors in the fc
xenon crystal used in the present analysis. The values were obta
from the HFD-B2 potential~Ref. 36! using the experimental inter
atomic distance ofa54.37 Å obtained for substrate temperatu
Ts540 K.

Force constant Value~N/m!

b1
Xe2Xe 1.636

b2
Xe2Xe 20.088

a1
Xe2Xe 0.002

a2
Xe2Xe 0.012

n-
-

FIG. 9. The Xe~111! surface phonon dispersion curves dete
mined from HAS time-of-flight measurements for incident energ
of Ei55.5 meV and 10.5 meV~open circles! shown on a reduced
zone scheme. The solid curves show the results of calculations
the Rayleigh phonon (R), Longitudinal acoustic (L), and shear
horizontal ~SH! modes. A further dispersionless mode~X! at \v
54.3 meV is also observed.
1-5
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translation group and the entire slab has a periodic 2D st
ture in the directions parallel to the surface. The equilibriu
position of an atom in the slab is described byr l ,k5(Rl
1Rk ,zk), where the 2D vectorRl , which is parallel to the
(x,y) plane of the surface, is associated with thelth unit cell.
(Rk ,zk) is the basis vector in the unit cell which gives th
position of thekth atom in the layer fixed by the perpendic
lar coordinatezk , where k51 denotes the topmost laye
ul ,k5(ul ,ki ,ul ,k') denotes the displacement of the (l ,k)th
Xe atom from equilibrium position atr l ,k and the periodicity
of the slab in the directions parallel to the surface is
ploited in order to representul ,k as a Fourier series in term
of normal modes in the slab. The normal mode vibratio
frequenciesvQ, j and orthonormalized polarization vecto
ek(Q, j ) associated with akth layer, which are functions o
2D phonon wave vectorQ and a branch indexj, are obtained
as solutions of the standard dynamical matrix.45

The phonon dispersion curves calculated for a slab c
sisting of 80 Xe layers using the force constants listed
Table I are presented in Fig. 10. The dispersion curve of
surface localized phonon which develops from the S mod
monolayer solids45 is detached from the lower edge of th
bulk continuum over the entire irreducible part of the he
agonal first surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!. This phonon is
dominantly vertically orZ polarized and therefore can b
identified with the Rayleigh wave. In addition, some surfa
projected modes are also discernible in the gaps of the
continuum whereas others appear as resonances in the
tinuum. These in-plane surface modes can be assigned e
the longitudinal~L! or the shear horizontal~SH! character
according to the relative directions of their polarization a

FIG. 10. Calculated phonon dispersion curves as a function

the two-dimensional wave vectorQ along the boundaryḠ→K̄

→M̄→Ḡ of the irreducible part of the first surface Brillouin zon
~SBZ! of an 80 layer fcc Xe slab with~111! surfaces. The zone

boundary vectors areḠ-K̄50.958 Å21, K̄-M̄50.83 Å21, and Ḡ-

M̄50.479 Å21. Three surface localized modes detached from
bulk continuum are clearly discernible; the dominantly perpendi
larly or Z-polarized Rayleigh wave below the bulk continuum, t
dominantly shear-horizontally polarized or SH mode in the g

around theK̄ point ~this mode becomes degenerate with the b
continuum in the remainder of the SBZ!, and the dominantly lon-

gitudinally polarized or L mode in the gap extending fromK̄ to M̄
points of the SBZ, and turning into a longitudinal resonance in
remainder of the SBZ.
11541
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wave vectors. This is illustrated by calculating and plotti
the Z-, L-, and SH-projected phonon densities of sta
~DOS! defined by

Di~v,Q!5(
j

u„ek51~Q, j !…i u2d~v2vQ, j !, ~2!

where i denotes the Z, L, or SH polarization andj ranges
over all mode branches in the slab.

Figure 11 compares the measured dispersion points
the calculated surface-projected phonon DOS defined in
~2! for the three surface modes. In plotting the calcula
results eachd function on the RHS of Eq.~2! was replaced

of

e
-

p

e

FIG. 11. Top panel: The experimental Xe~111! surface disper-
sion curves~open circles! from Fig. 9 shown on a reduced zon
scheme are compared with the maxima of the surface proje
phonon densities of states calculated from Eq.~2! for vertical ~Z!,
in-plane longitudinal~L!, and in-plane shear horizontal~SH! polar-
ization which are denoted by the solid, long dashed, and s
dashed lines, respectively. The lower panels display separately
Z-, L-, and or SH-polarized density of phonon states projected o
the topmost layer of Xe atoms in the slab, as calculated by
dynamical matrix method described in Sec. IV. Comparison w
the upper panel reveals the polarization properties of the three
perimentally detected surface projected modes in the first SBZ
enables their identification with the Rayleigh wave~RW!, longitu-
dinal ~L!, and shear horizontal~SH! modes. The scale of the DOS
maxima@<1, see Eq.~2! and thereafter# is given on the left ordi-
nate.
1-6
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by a Gaussian of width 0.19 meV to consistently model
experimental resolution. In this case the maxima of the t
integrated phonon DOS cannot exceed unity because o
orthonormality of the mode polarization vectors. These D
plots clearly demonstrate that the most intense pho
branch is the dominantly Z-polarized Rayleigh mode. Ho

ever, it should also be observed that along theḠ-K̄ direction
the surface modes with SH polarization also exhibit a we
Z-polarization component which may make their detect
possible for this scattering direction. The comparison a
indicates that the mode, which is observed in the bulk c
tinuum gap between theK̄ and M̄ points ~see Fig. 10!, is
dominantly L polarized.

V. CALCULATION OF THE INELASTIC INTENSITIES

The calculation of the intensities for scattering of He
oms from phonons of the Xe~111! surface will be carried ou
within the appropriately modified theoretical formalism d
veloped in Refs. 32 and 47. The application of this form
ism to the present problem requires a careful examina
and modeling of the He-surface interaction poten
U(r ,$ul ,k%) which depends on the position vectorr of the He
atom, and on the equilibrium positionsr l ,k and displace-
mentsul ,k of the atoms in the crystal. In this section w
present a generalization of the model outlined in Ref. 32
as to account for projectile interactions with all the atoms
the Xe van der Waals crystal. Thus, the total He-Xe crys
potential is assumed to be a pairwise addition of two-bo
gas phase He-Xe potentialsv(r2r l ,k2ul ,k), whose depen-
dence on the spatial coordinates can be modeled by u
expressions from either Ref. 48 or Ref. 49. For the pres
purposes both potentials yield practically indistinguisha
results. The resulting total He-Xe~111! potential can be writ-
ten as

U~r ,$ul ,k%!5Ustat~r !1V~r ,$ul ,k%!, ~3!

where Ustat(r ) is the static He atom-Xe crystal interactio
obtained by setting all displacementsul ,k equal to zero, viz.

Ustat~r !5(
l ,k

v~r2r l ,k!. ~4!

The dynamic interaction contained in the termV(r ,$ul ,k%) is
obtained from the expansion of the total potential in a Tay
series of which only the terms linear in the displacements
retained:

V~r ,$ul ,k%!5(
l ,k

@2“ rv~r2r l ,k!#•ul ,k5(
l ,k

Fl ,k~r !•ul ,k .

~5!

The Fl ,k(r ) are the forces exerted by the crystal atom atr l ,k
on the projectile atom atr .

As in our earlier studies of inelastic scattering fro
monolayer Xe surfaces,32 the effect of the corrugation of th
static potential, Eq.~4!, on inelastic He atom transitions is
neglected and only the surface average of the potential of
~4! is accounted for. To obtain the surface averaged st
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potential for the present system, the He atom interaction w
the topmost layerk51 of Xe atoms was first calculate
using the potentials from Refs. 48 and 49 to yield

Uk51~z!5
1

Ac
E

sur
v~r !d2R, ~6!

whereAc is the area of the 2D surface unit cell. The cont
butions from thekth layers in the crystal are approximate
by assuming the following generalized Morse potential:

Uk
fit~z!5D@~12e22b/d!e22[z1(k21)b2z0]/d

22~12e2b/d!e2[z1(k21)b2z0]/d#, ~7!

whereb is the normal distance between two adjacent equi
lent Xe~111! planes (b5A2/3a53.568 Å!. The parameters
D and d were determined by a best fit to the values of t
topmost layer potentialU1(z) in the interval around the turn
ing point, with the requirement that the fitted potential co
rectly reproduces the value at the potential minimum o
tained from the numerical integration of Eq.~6!. The
potential in Eq.~7! is then summed over all subsequent u
derlying layers to finally yield the laterally averaged sta
He-Xe~111! potential in the Morse form

Ustat~z!5 (
k51

`

Uk
fit~z!5D@e22(z2z0)/d22e2(z2z0)/d#.

~8!

The parameters of the potentialUstat(z) obtained using this
procedure are listed in Table II.

The computation of the matrix elements needed in
calculation of inelastic scattering intensities is now grea
simplified since the Schro¨dinger equation with the potentia
of Eq. ~8! can be solved analytically to yield the distorte
waves

^r uk&5^R,zuK ,kz&5
1

ALzLs
2

exp~ iKR !xkz
~z!, ~9!

which describe the elastic projectile motion in the static s
face potentialUstat(z) ~Refs. 50–54! and satisfy the normal-
ization ^kuk8&5dk,k8 . Here Ls and Lz are the quantization
lengths in the directions parallel and perpendicular to
surface, respectively,K is the wave vector describing unpe
turbed projectile motion parallel to the surface, andkz plays
the role of the quantum number describing the motion in
direction perpendicular to the surface so that the perpend
lar energyEz→\2kz

2/2M for z→`.
Equations~3!–~9! provide the necessary ingredients f

defining the inelastic scattering spectrumN(DE,DK ) which
gives the probability density that amounts of energyDE

TABLE II. Parameters for the potentialUstat(z) in Eqs.~7! and
~8!.

D ~meV! d ~Å! z0 ~Å! b ~Å!

5.625 0.641 3.514 3.572
1-7
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5Ef2Ei and parallel momentaDK5K f2Ki are transferred
from the He atom to the substrate phonons.32,47,55 For the
current experimental conditions the uncorrelated phonon
change processes dominate over the correlated ones47 and the
latter are neglected altogether. In this regime the ang
resolved scattering spectrum, which depends parametric
on the surface temperatureTs and initial projectile momen-
tum \k i , can then be accurately calculated using the ex
nentiated Born approximation ~EBA! scattering
formalism.56–58 This yields the EBA scattering spectrum47

Nki ,Ts

EBA ~DE,DK !5E
2`

` dt d2R
~2p\!3

e~ i /\![(DE)t2\(DK )R]

3exp@2Wki ,Ts

EBA ~R,t!22Wki ,Ts

EBA ~0,0!#,

~10!

where t andR5(X,Y) are the variables of the so-calle
EBA scattering or driving function 2Wki ,Ts

EBA (R,t), explicitly

given below@see Eq.~12!#, which contains all the informa
tion on uncorrelated phonon exchange processes in the a
surface scattering event. After carrying out t
(t,R)-Fourier transform on the right-hand side~RHS! of
Eq. ~10! the values ofDK andDE are confined to the sca
curve. This yields the theoretical intensities as the funct
of DE which can be compared with the experimental HA
TOF intensities.59

The value 2Wki ,Ts

EBA (R50,t50)52Wki ,Ts

EBA gives the EBA

expression for the Debye-Waller exponent~DWE! pertaining
to the present inelastic scattering model. It has also b
shown57 that this DWE represents the mean number
phonons excited in all inelastic scattering events with proj
tile initial momentum\k i and substrate temperatureTs . The
corresponding Debye-Waller factor~DWF! given by
exp@22Wki ,Ts

EBA # represents, according to Eq.~10!, a common

attenuating factor for all the spectral features
Nki ,Ts

EBA (DE,DK ) for particular initial conditionsk i and Ts .

The spectrum~10! also includes the elastically scattere
specular beam intensity which is given by60,61

@Nki ,Ts

EBA ~DE,DK !#specular5e22Wk i ,Ts

EBA
d~DE!d~DK !.

~11!

In the present approach, in which only the line
projectile-phonon coupling, Eq.~5!, is retained in Eq.~3!, the
EBA scattering function in Eq.~10! takes the form47

2Wki ,Ts

EBA ~R,t!5 (
Q,G, j ,kz8

@ uV
kz8 ,kzi

K i ,Q¿G,j
~1 !u2

3@ n̄~\vQ, j !11#e2 i [vQ, jt2„Q1G…R]

1uV
k

z8 ,kzi

K i ,Q1G, j
~2 !u2n̄~\vQ, j !

3ei [vQ, jt2„Q1G…R] #. ~12!
11541
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Heren̄(vQ, j ) is the Bose-Einstein distribution of phonons
energy\vQ, j at the substrate temperatureTs , and the one-
phonon emission~1! and absorption (2) scattering ampli-

tudes V
k

z8 ,kzi

K i ,Q1G, j
(6) are calculated from the projectile

phonon interaction matrix elementsV
k

z8 ,kzi

K i ,Q1G, j
by confining

them to the energy shell and normalizing the resulting val
to the projectile current normal to the surface.32,47The matrix

elementsV
k

z8 ,kzi

K i ,Q1G, j
of the inelastic interaction potential~5!

are expressed in terms of the two-dimensional Fourier tra
form vQ¿G(z2zk) of the atomic pair potentials

V
k

z8 ,kzi

K i ,Q1G, j
5 (

k51

2 S \

2NMXevQ, j
D 1/2E dzx f* ~z!ek~Q, j !

3F2 i ~Q1G!,ẑ
]

]zGvQ1G~z2zk!x i~z!, ~13!

whereMXe is the mass of a Xe atom and only the first a
second layer corresponding tok51,2 were included in Eq.
~13! since they give the dominant contribution. The expre
sion in the square brackets in the integrand on the RHS
Eq. ~13! derives from the gradient operator in Eq.~5! and ẑ
denotes the unit vector perpendicular to the surface. H
following the procedure of Bortolani and co-workers62,63and
consistent with expression~7!, the Q dependence ofvQ(z)
leading to expression~8! is, to a good approximation, repre
sented by a Gaussian cutoff arising from the simultane
interaction of the projectile with several substrate atom
This yields

vQ~z2zk!5AcD@~12e22b/d!e22[z1(k21)b2z0]/de2Q2/2Qc
2

22~12e2b/d!e2[z1(k21)b2z0]/de2Q2/Qc
2
#,

~14!

with Qc5A2/ztd and wherezt is the energy dependent cla
sical turning point for the projectile motion in front of th
surface.

The scalar product on the RHS of Eq.~13!, viz.

ek~Q, j !F2 i ~Q1G!,z0

]

]zG ~15!

indicates that the strongest dynamical coupling near thḠ
point will occur with the vertical or theZ component of the
polarization vectors of the three surface modes, and that
coupling to the longitudinally polarized modes will be grea

est away from theḠ point ~i.e., for largerQ1G). The cou-
pling of He atoms to SH modes for the case of in-sagitt

plane scattering along the high symmetry directionḠ-M̄ in
the first SBZ is identically equal to zero because in that sc
tering geometry the scalar product Eq.~15! vanishes. This
selection rule is independent of the surface temperature
hence applies equally well to one-phonon emission and
sorption in HAS from defect-free planar surfaces. Howev
1-8
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the presence of surface defects relaxes the phonon mo
tum selection rule64 and defect concentration may be tem
perature dependent.

Quite generally, the scattering spectrum calculated fr
Eq. ~10! encompasses three distinct features arising from
(t,R)-Fourier transform of the various terms in the pow
series expansion of exp@2Wki ,Ts

EBA (R,t)#. The zeroth order

term ~i.e., unity! gives rise to the elastic peak described
Eq. ~11!, the first order or the distorted-wave Born appro
mation ~DWBA! term gives rise to the single phonon fe
tures in the spectrum, and the remaining terms all contrib
to the multiphonon background. It should also be noted t
all three types of spectral features are multiplied by o
and the same phonon-induced Debye-Waller fac
exp@22Wki ,Ts

EBA # that depends on the incident projectile e

ergyEi , angleu i , and the substrate temperatureTs , but not
on DE or DK . As the true multiphonon regime in whic
2W ki ,Ts

EBA @1 is reached, the weight of the no-loss line a

one-phonon features is strongly suppressed by the De
Waller factor, while the multiphonon background, whic
tends to a Gaussian limit,59 takes over the spectral weight.

VI. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION AND
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Before discussing the inelastic TOF spectra it is usefu
first delineate the scattering regime in which the measu
ments were carried out and the effect of surface defects
the discussed inelastic scattering data. Since the phonon
citation energies in the heavy Xe system are relatively sm
multiphonon excitations can take place even at low He be
incident energies. The scattering regime depends on the m
nitude of the exponent of the phonon-induced Debye-Wa

FIG. 12. The magnitude of the total phonon-induced Deb
Waller exponent~DWE!, 2Wk i ,Ts

EBA , as a function of He atom inci-
dent angle calculated for two experimental incident energiesEi

510.2 meV~solid line! and Ei55.7 meV ~dashed line!, for fixed
substrate temperatureTs540 K. The magnitudes of the contribu
tions to the Debye-Waller exponents from He atom transitions
the bound states of the atom-surface potentialUstat(z) are denoted
by filled and empty squares for the quoted two incident energ
respectively.
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exponent 2Wki ,Ts

EBA appearing in Eq.~10! and measuring the

mean number of phonons exchanged with the heat bat
the course of the collision.57 The Debye-Waller exponent
calculated for the present scattering conditions are show
Fig. 12 @compare with Fig. 12 in Ref. 32 for Xe monolaye
on Cu~001!#. The points denoted by full and open squar
indicate the contributions from inelastic, i.e., phonon assis
He atom transitions into the bound states of the project
surface potential. The calculated Debye-Waller expone
are greater than two in the whole range of the experime
incident angles, which means that even the measuremen
Ei55.5 meV were carried out in the regime between sin
and multiphonon scattering. This explains the presence of
relatively large background intensities in the TOF spec
reported in Sec. III.

To establish the presence of defects such as adatoms
cancies, small islands, or clusters on the surface, whose b
up would be also consistent with reduction of the He spe
lar signal for higher exposure times in Fig. 1, the diffu
elastic peak areas in the experimental TOF spectra were
tegrated numerically and plotted as a function of the incid
anglesu i between the zeroth and first order diffraction pea
These values, denoted asI diff

0 (u i) and shown as full square
in Fig. 13, were fitted to the following expression:

I diff
fit ~u i !5AF~ki ,R0 ,u i ,u f !1B. ~16!

HereF(ki ,R0 ,u i ,u f) is the Fraunhofer intensity for diffuse
elastic scattering from a hemispherical defect with an eff
tive radiusR0 on a planar surface as discussed in detail
Sec. IV of Ref. 65. The constantsA andB, which depend on
the effective defect density, were varied to obtain the fits
the ‘‘experimental’’ diffuse elastic scattering intensities wi

Eq. ~16! for the Ḡ-K̄ direction with Ei510.5 meV andu i

-

o

s,

FIG. 13. The experimental diffuse elastic peak intensit
I diff

0 (u i), obtained by numerical integration of the elastic peak ar

in the experimental TOF spectra forEi510.5 meV in theḠ-K̄
direction are plotted as a function of the incident scattering an
The full, dot-dashed, long dashed, and short dashed curves de
the fits through these points using Eq.~16! with R051, 3, 4, and 5
RXe , respectively, where 2RXe is the distance of the Xe-Xe pai
potential well minimum.
1-9
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1uf5uSD. The fits of the ‘‘experimental’’ intensity points in
Fig. 13 indicate that the diffuse elastic intensities are con
tent with the presence of defects with an effective radius
the range 3RXe<R0<5RXe where 2RXe54.36 Å is the dis-
tance of the minimum of the Xe-Xe pair potential.36

A relevant issue arising in connection with the presen
of clusters on the surface is the existence of vibrations lo
ized at such defects. Although it is not possible to carry
a dynamical matrix analysis of the modes associated with
randomly distributed clusters, our additional dynamical m
trix analyses have shown that the Xe atoms underne
single adatoms forming a (333) superstructure exhibi
dominantly L-polarized quasilocalized modes whose f
quencies in a back-folded first SBZ~or equivalently the first
SBZ of the 333 superstructure! are nearly dispersionless a
around 4 meV. Thus, it may be envisaged that modes
similar character may also exist along the circumference
adsorbed Xe islands or clusters and thus be observab
HAS.

In turning to the theoretical analyses of the TOF spec
we note that since only the spectra atEi510.5 meV exhibit,
besides the Rayleigh waves, additional inelastic featu
their interpretation is of special interest. To this end we ha
first carried out the DWBA calculations of the one-phon
scattering intensities based on the model outlined in Sec
in order to be able to make assignments for all well resol
peaks in the measured spectra, excluding only the peak
DE50 which are due to incoherent scattering from surfa
defects not accounted for by the present EBA formalis
These DWBA calculations enable clear assignments of
RW, L, and SH modes in the measured spectra but are
able to explain the intensity of the dispersionless peakX
clearly discernible at;24.3 meV in some of the spectra fo
DK values close to the center of the first SBZ. Seve
complementary explanations of such incomplete descrip
in the present DWBA calculations are possible. Thus,
appearance of the peakX can be associated with~i! spurions
which have already been detected in the various ea
analyses of the HAS TOF spectra,66–69 ~ii ! excitation of de-
fect modes~localized phonons! since the presence of defec
on the surface has been confirmed by the above analys
the diffuse elastic peak intensities from the TOF spectra,~iii !
multiphonon scattering processes whose intensities can
calculated only by going beyond the first order DWBA tre
ment of the scattering spectrum. Each of these explanat
is plausible and we shall discuss them in order.

First, careful examinations of the scattering conditio
and the scan curves corresponding to the TOF spectra sh
in Figs. 6 and 7 enables to rule out spurions connected w
the one-phonon processes66–69 as a possible origin of theX
peak. Second, single adatom defect modes, which are
pected to have vibrational frequencies of less than 3 meV
the most favorable threefold hollow sites, can be also ru
out.70 Hence, only the modes associated with clusters or
lands, as was discussed at the beginning of this section
possible candidates for the explanation of the origin of thX
peak in some of the spectra. The examination of the th
possibility, i.e., the multiphonon origin of theX peak, can be
11541
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carried out on a rigorous quantitative level within the the
retical formalism outlined in Sec. V.

Assessments of the effects of higher order phonon p
cesses on the scattering spectra necessitate the full EBA
culations to be carried out. This means that also the te
beyond zeroth and first order in the series expansion
exp@2Wki ,Ts

EBA (R,t)# should be retained in the integrand o

the RHS of Eq.~10!. On the other hand, once the elastic a
one-phonon scattering intensities have been calculated
true multiphonon background encompassing two, thr
and other higher order processes is obtained by tak
the (t,R)-Fourier transform of the expressio
$exp@2Wki ,Ts

EBA (R,t)#2122W ki ,Ts

EBA (R,t)% and multiplying

it by the corresponding Debye-Waller facto
exp@22Wki ,Ts

EBA #. Now, the specificity of the multiphonon

component of the HAS spectra in the present scattering
gime is in the dominance of one- and two-phonon proces
as evidenced by the values of the Debye-Waller expone
shown in Fig. 12. In this situation the probability of tw
phonon scattering reaches maximum in the cases involv
two RW phonons with wavevectors from the opposite ed
of the first SBZ where their density of states is largest. T
gives rise to maxima in the multiphonon scattering spectr

FIG. 14. Comparison of experimental~thin noisy line! and cal-
culated EBA~thick full line! phonon excitation intensities as func
tions of energy transfer for in-sagittal-plane He atom scatter

from Xe~111! surface along theḠ-M̄ direction. The four panels
show spectra for the same incident energyEi510.5 meV and sub-
strate temperatureTs540K and for four different incident angles
u i . The incoherent elastic peak arising from imperfections in
Xe~111! surface, which does not derive from the EBA formalis
outlined in Sec. V, is denoted by the shaded peak. The dashed c
denotes the calculated multiphonon background which exhi
maxima at about twice the RW frequency at the zone edge. N
that the experimental peaks denoted byX are not reproduced in the
one-phonon calculations utilizing the dynamical matrix of a perf
Xe~111! surface.
1-10
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around64.3 meV, i.e., approximately twice the RW energ
at the zone edge. The thus calculated multiphonon ba
ground juxtaposed with the earlier calculated one-pho
DWBA scattering intensities will serve as a basis for o
theoretical interpretations of the TOF spectra.

Figure 14 shows a comparison of four representa
HAS-TOF spectra~‘‘noisy’’ thin full line ! recorded atEi

510.5 meV along theḠ-M̄ direction with the full EBA scat-
tering intensities~full thick lines!. Since the absolute exper
mental inelastic intensities which depend on many fact
are unknown, all calculated intensities in a particular sp
trum have been scaled by acommon factorso as that the
largest calculated and measured intensities~peak areas!
match each other at the largest inelastic peak. The ela
peaks in the experimental spectra atDE50 due to incoher-
ent scattering from surface defects, which are not presen
the EBA calculations for an ideal surface, are indicated
gray shaded peaks. The broad multiphonon background
der the single phonon peaks, which has been calculated
lowing the procedure described in the previous paragrap
shown by the dashed lines to facilitate comparisons of
relative intensities of the measured and calculated sin
phonon features.

It is gratifying that the present EBA calculations acc
rately reproduce the relative intensities of both the o
phonon and multiphonon loss and gain features in the T
spectra in Fig. 14. In particular, there is a quantitative agr
ment between the measured and computed relative intens
of the Rayleigh phonon loss and gain peaks. Most of
other single phonon features in the TOF spectra are re
duced and hence can be identified despite the non-neglig
background. TheL-mode energy loss, which approaches 4
meV at theM̄ point, is also nicely reproduced in the calc
lated spectra~see upper right panel in Fig. 14!. The experi-
mental loss peaks denoted byX at DE524.3 meV withDK
values close to the zone center can be interpreted as a fe

FIG. 15. Same as in Fig. 14 but along theḠ-K̄ direction of the
surface Brillouin zone.
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arising from the two RW phonon exchange processes
produce ‘‘decepton type’’ of maxima in the calculated mu

tiphonon background. For theḠ-K̄ azimuth similar good
agreement between the measured TOF and calculated
HAS intensities is found for the same incident energy of 1
meV ~Fig. 15!.

The experimental and theoretical results shown in Fi
11, 14, and 15 present strong evidence for the observatio
all three expected dispersive surface phonon modes, nam
the Rayleigh wave~RW!, longitudinal ~L!, and shear hori-
zontal ~SH! phonons. The Rayleigh phonon peaks are
most intense along all directions, as expected from their p
dominant Z polarization~see second panel in Fig. 11!. The
longitudinal mode is most clearly seen in the experimen

results along theḠ-M̄ azimuth and weakly along theḠ-K̄
direction, which is also reproduced in the calculated spe
in Figs. 14 and 15. As shown in Fig. 11, the shear horizon

mode was not observed along theḠ-M̄ azimuth. Since this is
a high symmetry direction of the surface and of the se
infinite Xe~111! crystal one hasek(Q,SH)'Q and the SH
contribution to theZ-polarized density of states is zero alon
this direction, due to which expression~15! vanishes in the
first SBZ. However, the SH mode has discernible intensity
the measured spectra along the other surface symmetr

rection Ḡ-K̄-M̄ 8, particularly between theK̄ andM̄ 8 points.
This is expected because it is not a high symmetry direc
of the surface with respect to the underlying Xe layers. H

along theḠ-K̄ segment of the first SBZ the SH-mode a
quires a fractionalZ polarization, and along theK̄-M̄ 8 seg-
ment outside the first SBZ the exchanged parallel momen
DK5Q1G is nearly parallel to the polarization vector o
the SH mode. Both effects give rise to a nonvanishing sc
product in Eq.~15!, and thereby to a nonvanishing couplin
matrix element in Eq.~13!.

Another interesting feature is the maximum in theDK
dependence of the RW intensities shown in Figs. 5 and 8
previous investigations of the RW intensity peaks as a fu
tion of DK a monotonic, nearly exponential fall-off withDK
was observed for flat metal surfaces.42–44 The DK depen-
dence of the RW phonon excitation probabilitie
Pki ,Ts

RW (DK ), calculated within the present model are show

in insets in Figs. 5 and 8 for the experimental project
incident energies, scattering directions and substrate t
perature, but they are not in accord with the experimen
trends shown in the main panel of the figures. This ag
signals that the present theoretical description of inela
scattering cannot reproduce the absolute scattering intens
from nonideal surfaces for reasons that are briefly discus
below.

The variation ofPki ,Ts

RW (DK ) with DK , and hence withu i ,

arises from a combined effect of theDK dependences from
the phonon induced Debye-Waller factor~see Fig. 12!, the
DWBA scattering matrix elements~13!, the Bose-Einstein
distribution n̄(\vDK ,RW), and the total energy conservatio
condition. The thus calculatedPki ,Ts

RW (DK ) complies with the

optical theorem for inelastic scattering from aflat surface
1-11
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that manifests itself through the unitarity of the scatter
spectrum~10!. The attenuation ofPki ,Ts

RW (DK ) for largerDK
is controlled by the phonon-induced Debye-Waller fac
and the Gaussian cutoff in the potential~14!. Other factors
exhibit nonuniformDK variation over the SBZ, particularly
the RW polarization vector that is associated with the t
most Xe layer@see Eq.~2! and Fig. 11#. However, the ex-
perimentally observed dependence of the RW excitation
tensity cannot be described only by theDK behavior of
Pki ,Ts

RW (DK ) because it does not include~i.e., is not multi-

plied by! the ‘‘total’’ Debye-Waller factor which describe
the loss of the incoming beam flux into all inelastic a
off-specular elastic scattering channels open in
experiment.47,71 Namely, in the case of corrugated surfac
and surfaces with defects an additional reduction of the
elastic scattering intensities occurs due to the scatterin
initial beam flux into the diffraction and diffuse elastic sca
tering channels, and these processes are not accounte
within the present model based on theflat static atom-surface
potential~8!.

Thus, a rapid variation of the specular beam intensity w
the change of the incident angle has been observed in H
from monolayers of Xe on graphite,72 and interpreted
theoretically73 as due to the diffraction and selective adso
tion effects~see Figs. 3 and 9 in Ref. 73!. The loss of beam
flux into diffraction and diffuse elastic scattering chann
will also lead to a rearrangement of the inelastic intensities
u i ~and henceDK ) is varied, and this can be described
terms of the diffraction- and the diffuse-scattering-induc
Debye-Waller factors,71 in analogy to the phonon-induce
component. It is important to observe that although all th
components of the total or integrated DWF depend onEi ,
u i , andTs , they are constant for a particular TOF spectru
in which these experimental parameters are fixed. Howe
as the total DWF varies in magnitude from one scatter
spectrum to another as the scattering conditions are chan
it acts as a rescaling factor for the TOF intensities. Inde
our analyses also show that the abrupt variation of the t

signal intensity in theḠ-K̄ angular distribution atu i540° in
Fig. 2 coincides with the change of the number of open o
specular diffraction channels, and the magnitude of the c
respondingDK coincides with the value around which th
experimental RW intensity is maximum. Therefore, compa
sons of the absolute experimental intensities of phonon
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and gain features with those calculated in the EBA fordif-
ferentTOF spectra and shown in the insets of Figs. 5 an
require an accurate knowledge of such total DWF, which
not possible at present. In this situation the only meaning
comparisons can be made for the relative experimental
theoretical intensities of the peaks which bear the same t
Debye-Waller factor, i.e., for the peaks from thesameTOF
spectrum, as has been done in Figs. 14 and 15.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

New helium atom scattering results and theoretical cal
lations for the Xe~111! surface have been presented. In a
dition to the Rayleigh phonon mode, which had been m
sured previously,3–5,7,8 evidence for the longitudinal and
shear horizontal modes of the Xe~111! surface was found.
The excitation of the shear horizontal mode, in particul

was only observed in the surface directionḠ-K̄-M̄ 8 for

which it is symmetry allowed along theḠ-K̄ segment in the
first SBZ and along theK̄-M̄ 8 segment outside the first SBZ

The theoretical model developed here can explain al
the experimental inelastic scattering intensities, including
experimentally detected dispersionlessX feature atDE5
24.3 meV near the zone center, using gas-phase He-Xe
Xe-Xe potentials without any modification. TheX feature,
which is resolvable in only some of the spectra, can be
tributed either to vibrations associated with surface defe
which were not included in the theoretical model or, as s
ported by the present calculations, to multiphonon ‘‘dece
ton’’ effects involving excitations of two RW phonons wit
wavevectors from the opposite edges of the first SBZ. Th
the present work shows that there are no anomalous sca
ing effects for thick xenon layers, unlike the recent resu
for xenon monolayers adsorbed on Cu and Na
substrates.30–33 This calls for ab initio calculations of the
interactions of adlayer Xe atoms with the quoted substra
as this could shed more light on the properties of intrala
force constants that represent an essential ingredient in
oretical interpretations of the phonon excitation intensities
HAS from these systems.
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